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Background. Low-grade gliomas (LGGs) are rare brain
neoplasms, with survival spanning up to a few decades.
Thus, accurate evaluations on how biomarkers impact sur-
vival among patients with LGG require long-term studies
on samples prospectively collected over a long period.
Methods. The 210 adult LGGs collected in our databank
were screened for IDH1 and IDH2 mutations (IDHmut),
MGMT gene promoter methylation (MGMTmet),
1p/19q loss of heterozygosity (1p19qloh), and nuclear
TP53 immunopositivity (TP53pos). Multivariate survival
analyses with multiple imputation of missing data were
performed using either histopathology or molecular
markers. Both models were compared using Akaike’s in-
formation criterion (AIC). The molecular model was
reduced by stepwise model selection to filter out the most
critical predictors. A third model was generated to assess
for various marker combinations.
Results. Molecular parameters were better survival
predictors than histology (DAIC ¼ 12.5, P , .001).
Forty-five percent of studied patients died. MGMTmet
was positively associated with IDHmut (P , .001). In
the molecular model with marker combinations,
IDHmut/MGMTmet combined status had a favorable
impact on overall survival, compared with IDHwt
(hazard ratio [HR] ¼ 0.33, P , .01), and even more

so the triple combination, IDHmut/MGMTmet/
1p19qloh (HR ¼ 0.18, P , .001). Furthermore,
IDHmut/MGMTmet/TP53pos triple combination
was a significant risk factor for malignant transforma-
tion (HR ¼ 2.75, P , .05).
Conclusion. By integrating networks of activated mo-
lecular glioma pathways, the model based on genotype
better predicts prognosis than histology and, therefore,
provides a more reliable tool for standardizing future
treatment strategies.

Keywords: biomarker, brain tumor, cancer pathways,
prognosis.

T
he median survival of gliomas varies from a few
months to .20 years, mainly depending on
tumor World Health Organization (WHO)

grade (I–IV).1,2 Compared with the most malignant
subtype, glioblastoma multiforme (GBM; WHO grade
IV), low-grade gliomas (LGGs; WHO grade II) with
their 3 different histologic types (diffuse astrocytoma
[A], oligoastrocytoma [OA], and oligodendroglioma
[OG]) are rare, and the median survival times are
long.3,4 LGGs progress in an infiltrative manner and
develop into malignant tumors (WHO grades III and
IV). Grade IV tumors deriving from LGGs are designat-
ed secondary GBM and represent a small subset of GBM
(�5%), compared with the more frequent primary GBM
(�95%), which are considered to have developed
de novo. With an incidence in Switzerland of 0.63
cases/100,000 adults per year (0.26 for A, 0.10 for
OA, and 0.27 for OG), LGGs are rare and represent
�15% of all gliomas.4 Patients with astrocytic tumors
have a worse prognosis than patients with oligodendrog-
lial or mixed oligoastrocytic histology:5,6 Median
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survival is 5.6 years for A, 6.6 years for OA, and 11.6
years for OG.4

Two molecularalterations characteristic of glioma have
a particularly high prevalence in LGG: MGMT gene pro-
moter methylation (MGMTmet)7 and IDH1/IDH2 muta-
tions (IDHmut).8 IDH1 mutations have been discovered
in GBM, with all mutations affecting codon 132, with
the R132H mutation being the most frequent. To a lesser
extent, IDH2 mutations at codon 172 can occur in a frac-
tion of IDH1 wild-type gliomas.9 Taken together, 41% of
gliomas were found to carry an IDH1 mutation, whereas
2% had an IDH2 mutation in a mutually exclusive
manner.9,10 IDH1/2genemutationsweremostlyobserved
in LGGs (70%–80%) and in secondary GBM (85%),
compared with primary GBM (3%–7%).8,9 IDH genes
encode isocitrate dehydrogenase, which normally catalyz-
es the conversion of isocitrate into a-ketoglutarate (aKG)
as part of the Krebs’ cycle. The observed mutations
lead to a novel catalytic function that converts aKG into
2-hydroxyglutarate (2HG).11 The oncogenic role of 2HG
accumulation is attributable to impaired demethylation
of genomic DNA, leading to an extensive methylome and
transcriptome remodelling.12–14 This provides a mole-
cular basis for the cosegregation observed between
IDHmut and MGMTmet15 and for the response of
MGMTmet to treatment with alkylating agent
temozolomide.16

Although IDHmut and MGMTmet are frequent in
LGG, regardless of histologic phenotype, TP53 muta-
tions (TP53mut) mainly occur in diffuse astrocytomas,
where they are also associated with a younger age
of onset and a shorter survival.17 Combined loss of het-
erozygosity of 1p/19q (1p19qloh) is prevalent in oligo-
dendrogliomas and is an indicator of longer survival.18

TP53mut and 1p19qloh are mutually exclusive.3,19,20

Whether there is a cause-effect relationship between
TP53mut or 1p19qloh and astrocytic or oligodendro-
cytic histology remains unclear. During the course of
gliomagenesis, IDHmut and MGMTmet are considered
to be early events, followed by the acquisition of either
TP53mut or 1p19qloh.20 However, because of its
MGMTmet background and its association with
longer survival, the role of 1p19qloh in LGG response
to radiotherapy and temozolomide remains unclear.21

For these reasons, the treatment of individuals with
LGG has not been universally standardized yet.

Here, we study the relevance of LGG prognostic
markers on adult patient outcome in separate multivariate
survival analyses. Thereby, we consider either histology
(A, OA, and OG) or molecular marker status (IDH,15

MGMT,22 1p/19q,18,23 and TP5317) along with clinical
characteristics of patients.

Materials and Methods

Patient Demographic Characteristics and Data
Collection

Patients were recruited in a continuous geographic
area consisting of the cantons Bern, Basel, Solothurn,

and Jura. Demographic, clinical (i.e., epilepsy, focal neu-
rological deficit, and tumor size) and survival data (i.e.,
overall survival [OS] and malignant transformation-free
survival) were collected for these patients. Archived
tissue specimens were selected by 2 independent neuropa-
thologists according to a histologic diagnosis of a WHO
grade II tumor (diffuse astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma,
or oligoastrocytoma). The study was approved by the
local Ethics Committee of Basel.

Formalin Fixation, Histopathology

Tumor samples were fixed with 4% buffered formalin
and embedded into paraffin as previously described.24

Diagnosis based on H&E staining and routine immuno-
histochemistry (i.e., GFAP, MAP2c, MIB-1) was reviewed
by 2 independent board-certified neuropathologists.

DNA Extraction

DNA was extracted from tissue sections containing at
least 70% tumor cells using the QIAGEN (Hilden,
Germany) QIAampw FFPE Tissue Kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

LOH Studies

LOH analysis was performed as described previously18

using microsatellite markers on chromosome regions
1p36 (D1S468, D1S1612, D1S228, and D1S214) and
chromosome 19q13 (D19S219, D19S412, and
D19-HRC).

Pyrosequencing

The genomic regions encompassing codons R132 of
IDH1 and R172 of IDH2 were analyzed using pyro-
sequencing, as previously described,25 with use of the
primers IDH1-Py-Reverse-5′TGATCCCCATAAGCAT-3′

with nucleotide dispensation order CGACTGACACT
ATCGAT and IDH2-Py-Forward-5′-AGCCCATCACC
ATTG-3′ with the nucleotide dispensation order
TGCGATCGATCGCACGCA.

MGMT Promoter Methylation

MGMT promoter methylation status analysis was
performed with a quantitative primer extension-based
assay providing percentage values of methylated DNA
in the tumor sample.26

TP53 Immunostaining

Immunostaining for TP53 was performed using monoclo-
nal antibody DO-7 (Dako IR616) on the automatic stain-
ing system Roche Ventana BenchMark XT (Ventana
Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ), according to the manu-
facturer’s protocol. Tissue samples were counterstained
with hematoxylin. TP53 nuclear positivity was defined
by immunohistochemistry of vital tumor areas, excluding
perinecrotic areas, which often show some degree of
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(hypoxia-associated) TP53 immunoreactivity. Cutoff of
TP53 immunopositivity was defined from ≥20% of pos-
itive cells, whereas tumors with ≤19% were considered
as negative. Magnification was 100×. Quantitative
assessment was performed by 2 board-certified
neuropathologists.

Statistics

We used the package mice27 of the statistical software
package R28 to multiply impute incomplete multivariate
data by chained equations (see Appendix for details). A
set of m ¼ 50 imputations was created per missing value.

OS among patients with LGG was analyzed using
Cox proportional-hazards survival models. Thereby,
models were fitted to each of the 50 imputed datasets,
yielding 50 analyses per model. The results were then
combined to derive pooled hazard ratio (HR) estimates,
standard errors, and confidence intervals with use of
Rubin’s rules.29 By taking into account the variability
in results among the imputed datasets, the pooled anal-
ysis reflects the uncertainty about the missing values.

OS was modeled by using either histology (A, OA,
and OG) or molecular factors (IDHmut, 1p19qloh,
MGMTmet, and TP53pos), along with age, sex, epilepsy,
and focal neurological deficit as predictors. Because of
a large amount of missing data (159 of 210), tumor size
was considered in parallel analyses (Appendix 2). To
evaluate the most important molecular predictors and to
mitigate the problem of multicollinearity among molecu-
lar factors, we used stepwise model selection based
on Akaike’s information criterion (AIC) to reduce the
molecular model. Because this did not completely resolve
multicollinearity issues, we classified patients into 5
groups, based on common combinations of mutations
and replaced individual molecular factors by combined
molecular factors. To assess the relative goodness of fit
of different models, we compared AIC by paired t tests
(a pair of values for each of m ¼ 50 imputed data set).

Moreover, to compare the predictive accuracy
of models we used time-dependent receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves and graphically displayed
the corresponding areas under the curve (AUC), accord-
ing to Heagerty and Zheng.30 We checked for violations
of the proportional-hazard assumption with use of the
method proposed by Grambsch and Therneau.31 All
aforementioned statistical analyses were done using R
(version 2.15.128).

Associations were calculated using Fisher’s exact test
(GraphPad Software).

Results

Multivariate Analysis Considering Histology

Of the 210 LGGs analyzed, 92 were diagnosed as A, 63
as OA, and 53 as OG. Mean age was 41.9 years, and
60.0% of the cohort was male. With use of OS as the
end point, 45.2% died during the observation period
(Table 1). We first performed a multivariate survival

analysis focused on the effect of histology, including
age, sex, epilepsy, and focal neurological deficit as covar-
iates. Age at diagnosis showed a negative impact on OS
(HR for death ¼ 1.04; P , .001), with a 4% increase for
every additional year of age at diagnosis. Consistent with
the median OS of each histologic type, the HR associat-
ed with OA and OG histology using A as the reference
were of 0.71 and 0.39, respectively (not significant and
P , .01, respectively) (Table 2).

Acquisition of Molecular Marker Status

Eighty-one percent of LGG had an IDH1 or an IDH2
mutation. Seventy percent showed the IDH1 major mu-
tation R132H, 7 had another IDH1 mutation, and 4 had
an IDH2 mutation (Table 1). Frequencies of IDHmut in
A, OA, and OG were of 72%, 83%, and 94%, respec-
tively (Fig. 1A). MGMTmet (.0% methylation) was
found in nearly 70% of LGGs and ranged up to
100%, with a median degree of methylation of 60%
(Fig. 1B). When restricted to the IDHmut LGG popula-
tion, 84% were MGMTmet. As previously reported,15

IDHmut was strongly positively associated with
MGMTmet (P , .001; Fig. 1B).

Analysis for 1p and 19q allelic loss revealed that 24%
(39 of 160) of LGGs and 30% (37 of 121) of IDHmut
LGGs had combined 1p19qloh, with the highest
prevalence in OG (65%; 26 of 40). Immunodetection
of TP53-positive cell nuclei ranged up to 60%.
TP53-positive cells were detected in 55% (80 of 146) of
all tumors and 60% (65 of 109) of IDHmut LGG.

Multivariate Analysis Considering Molecular
Biomarkers

We then focused on the effects of molecular markers
IDH, MGMT, 1p/19q, and TP53 on OS, where age,
sex, epilepsy, and focal neurological deficit were used
as covariates. MGMTmet and TP53pos were treated as
continuous variables (percentages), similar to patient
age. By comparing the histology and molecular models
using AIC) values, the molecular model had a signifi-
cantly lower AIC value than did the histology model
(mean AIC, 861.9 vs. 850.0; DAIC ¼ 11.9; P , .001).
Moreover, the AUC of time-dependent ROC curves
was consistently higher for the molecular model than
for the histology model for prognosis beyond 500 days
(Fig. 4B). The AUC for the molecular model (and the ge-
notype group model) is always larger than 0.7 after 250
days. This means that, on any day t for t .250, the prob-
ability that a patient who dies on day t has a greater risk
of dying than a patient who survives beyond day t is at
least 0.7.30 This analysis therefore shows that molecular
markers represent stronger predictors for survival
among patients with LGG than does histology. There
was a negative impact of TP53 immunohistochemistry
(HR ¼ 1.02; P , .05) and a positive but nonsignificant
impact of IDHmut status (HR ¼ 0.64) (Fig. 2), similar
to 1p19qloh status (HR ¼ 0.58) (Table 2). These nonsig-
nificant HRs of IDHmut and 1p19qloh status can be
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explained by the strong association between the molecu-
lar markers used in the same model.

Stepwise model selection using AIC led to a reduced
molecular model, including age and molecular

markers IDHmut, TP53pos, and MGMTmet as the
best predictors for survival among patients with LGG
(AIC ¼ 845.8). The percentage of MGMTmet had a
significant impact on OS (HR ¼ 0.99; P ¼ 0.053),

Table 1. Demographic characteristics and biomarker statuses of studied population with LGG

Numeric

Observed data Imputed data

Mean Range Median n Mean

Demographic data

age (years) 41.9 18.0–75.9 40.5 210 41.9

Survival

days to death 2509.5 35–8432 2019 210 2509.5

days to malignant transformation 2144.6 13–8239 1525 210 2144.6

Tumor size

tumor volume (cm3) 92.9 1.3–287.6 71.3 51 118.9

Biomarkers

MGMT promoter methylation (%) 48.3 0–100 60 136 46.6

TP53 positivity (%) 10.6 0–60 1 145 11.5

Categorial†

Observed data Imputed data

% Number n %

Demographic data

male patients 60.0 126 210 60.0

Survival

death 45.2 95 210 45.2

malignant transformation 32.9 69 210 32.9

Clinical presentation

epilepsy 76.9 133 173 76.5

focal neurological deficit 29.9 46 154 29.8

Treatment

chemotherapy 35.2 57 162 37.2

Histology

astrocytoma (A) 44.2 92 208 44.4

oligoastrocytoma (OA) 30.3 63 208 30.2

oligodendroglioma (OG) 25.5 53 208 25.4

Biomarkers

IDH1 major mutation (R132H) 70.3 130 185 68.7

IDH1 minor mutations (R132X) 7.0 13 185 7.1

IDH2 mutations (R172X) 3.8 7 185 4.5

all IDH mutations (IDHmut) 81.1 150 185 80.3

IDH wild-type (IDHwt) 18.9 35 185 19.7

MGMT methylation (.0%) (MGMTmet) 69.9 95 136 67.6

TP53 positivity (≥20%) (TP53pos) 24.1 35 145 27.1

1p/19q combined allelic loss (1p19qloh) 24.4 39 160 23.4

Biomarker combinations

IDHmut + MGMTmet 20.0 21 105 24.6

IDHmut + MGMTmet + 1p19qloh 24.8 26 105 20.8

IDHmut + MGMTmet + TP53pos 13.3 14 105 16.6

IDHwt 33.3 35 105 19.7

other combinations 8.6 9 105 18.3

Columns 1–4 refer to observed data, column 5 shows the mean across m ¼ 50 imputed data sets, where n ¼ 210.
†Columns 1–3 refer to observed data, column 4 shows the mean percentage across m ¼ 50 imputed data sets, where n ¼ 210.
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Table 2. Hazard ratios associated with LGG histological and molecular markers

Overall survival Hazard ratio lower 0.95 higher 0.95 t-value P

Histology model

mean Akaike’s information criterion (AIC): 861.9

age* 1.04 1.02 1.05 4.12 .000

gender (m vs. f) 1.15 0.75 1.76 0.64 .519

epilepsy 0.89 0.51 1.55 20.42 .674

focal neurological deficit 1.42 0.84 2.41 1.30 .195

OA vs. A 0.71 0.43 1.18 21.32 .187

OG vs. A 0.39 0.22 0.70 23.17 .002

Molecular model

mean AIC: 850.0

IDHmut8 0.64 0.27 1.54 20.99 .321

IDH2mut vs. IDH1mut 1.38 0.41 4.67 0.52 .602

IDH1R132H vs. IDHminor 1.11 0.49 2.55 0.26 .798

age* 1.04 1.02 1.06 4.35 .000

gender (m vs. f) 1.23 0.77 1.95 0.87 .384

epilepsy 1.08 0.59 1.99 0.25 .799

focal neurological deficit 1.55 0.89 2.71 1.54 .125

1p19qloh vs. wild-type 0.58 0.26 1.31 21.31 .191

TP53pos* 1.02 1.00 1.04 2.22 .027

MGMTmet* 0.99 0.98 1.00 21.52 .130

Reduced molecular model

mean AIC: 845.8

age* 1.04 1.02 1.06 4.70 .000

IDHmut8 0.54 0.27 1.09 21.72 .086

TP53pos* 1.02 1.01 1.04 2.66 .008

MGMTmet* 0.99 0.98 1.00 21.94 .053

Combined molecular model

mean AIC: 845.3

age* 1.04 1.02 1.05 4.44 .000

gender (m vs. f) 1.27 0.80 2.01 1.02 .307

epilepsy 1.05 0.57 1.94 0.16 .875

focal neurological deficit 1.56 0.90 2.71 1.60 .111

IDHmut/MGMTmet8 0.33 0.16 0.68 22.97 .003

IDHmut/MGMTmet/1p19qloh8 0.18 0.07 0.45 23.68 .0002

IDHmut/MGMTmet/TP53pos†8 0.88 0.45 1.74 20.36 .722

others8 0.76 0.38 1.51 20.79 .429

Malignant transformation-free survival

Combined molecular model

age* 1.00 0.98 1.02 0.12 .905

gender (m vs. f) 0.76 0.46 1.27 21.04 .299

epilepsy 1.07 0.53 2.17 0.20 .841

focal neurological deficit 2.00 1.06 3.78 2.15 .032

IDHmut/MGMTmet8 1.15 0.42 3.18 0.28 .780

IDHmut/MGMTmet/1p19qloh 0.58 0.18 1.88 20.90 .366

IDHmut/MGMTmet/TP53pos† 2.75 1.03 7.37 2.02 .044

others8 3.21 1.15 8.93 2.23 .026

*continuous variables.
8vs. IDH wild-type.
†≥20%.
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because the hazard of death decreased by 1%, with an
increased degree of MGMTmet by 1%. Percentage of
TP53pos cells had a negative impact on survival
(HR ¼ 1.02; P , .01), because the hazard of death

increased by 2%, with an increased TP53pos by 1%.
Therefore, the degrees of MGMTmet and TP53pos
both gradually affected survival among patients with
LGG (Table 2).

Fig. 1. Distribution of biomarkers in the studied population with LGG. (A) Frequencies of IDH1 and IDH2 mutations by tumor histology; (B)

distribution plot of percentages of methylated MGMT promoter in individual IDH-mutant LGG (left), association between IDH mutation

(IDH1 or IDH2), and MGMT promoter methylation (right).

Fig. 2. Cox proportional-hazards survival curves by IDH1/2 status from the reduced molecular model for overall survival. The left panel

shows the survival curves for the observed data (n ¼ 100). The right panel shows the survival curves for all m ¼ 50 imputed data sets

(n ¼ 210). For the multiply imputed data, the mean number of observations is given for each category (+SD), because this number

varies. Note that the curves were drawn for patients with median values for the numeric predictors age (40.5 years), TP53 positivity

(1%), and MGMT methylation (60%).
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Determination of a Cutoff Value for TP53
Immunopositivity

Tumor labeling by immunohistochemistry (IHC) for
TP53 has been proposed as a potential indicator of
tumors with TP53 mutations.32–34 Because of their var-
iabilities, percentages of TP53 immunopositivity esti-
mates were plotted by bins of 10%. Percentages of
TP53-stained cells in individual tumors showed a
bimodal distribution, peaking at 1%–9% and 30%–
39% (Fig. 3A). Kernel density estimates for marginal
distribution of the observed data suggested a 20%
cutoff between both peaks (Fig. 3B), which is in agree-
ment with the one empirically applied to select tumors
potentially carrying TP53 mutations (TP53mut).

Considering this ≥20% threshold, we found decreas-
ing frequencies of IDHmut LGG with TP53pos from A
to OG and an inverse correlation between 1p19qloh
and TP53pos (Fig. 3). This is consistent with the literature
and reflects the mutual exclusion observed between both
events.3,19,20,35 We also found a median age at diagnosis
of 9.9 years younger for patients with TP53pos tumors
(33.9 vs. 43.8 years; Fig. 3).17 These observations
support that TP53pos is a suitable indicator for identify-
ing putative TP53mut and underline the potential of
routine TP53 IHC as a time- and material-saving, cost-
efficient alternative method for evaluating TP53 status.

Combination of Molecular Biomarkers

Furthermore, molecular markers were tested in combi-
nation for their prognostic relevance, dividing patients
into groups with common molecular combinations.
MGMT status was considered either as methylated
(.0%) or as nonmethylated, and the 20% cutoff was
applied for TP53 immunopositivity, as described
above. Against LGG with wild-type IDH, the combina-
tion IDHmut/MGMTmet (with neither 1p19qloh nor
TP53pos) is associated with OS (HR ¼ 0.33; P , .01).
Although the triple combination IDHmut/
MGMTmet/1p19qloh had an even more favorable
impact (HR ¼ 0.18; P , .001), the triple combination
IDHmut/MGMTmet/TP53pos canceled the positive
effect (HR ¼ 0.88). However, the latter had a significant
negative impact on malignant transformation-free sur-
vival (HR ¼ 2.75; P , .05) (Table 2 and Fig. 4A).
With regard to the full molecular model, time-dependent
AUC of the ROC curves of the combined molecular
model was consistently higher than for the histology
model for prognosis beyond 500 days (Fig. 4B).
Combination of biomarkers status therefore appears to
be a powerful tool, virtually as powerful as the molecu-
lar model, to predict survival among patients with LGG.

Multivariate Analyses Considering Tumor Volumes

Tumor volume is a strong predictor of survival among
patients with LGG.36 Because of the small number
of available tumor size data, an analysis that included
tumor size has been performed in parallel. Nevertheless,

addition of this parameter did not alter our main results
(Appendix 2) and our conclusions.

Discussion

Although some studies have shown no impact of IDH1
or IDH2 status on survival among patients with LGG
or grade II astrocytoma, others have revealed a positive
correlation between IDH mutations and OS.15,19,37,38

Compared with those performed on all types and
grades of gliomas,15 we focused on the glioma types
with the highest frequencies of IDH mutations.9

Because of the particularly long survival among patients
with LGG, we performed a retrospective study based on
LGG of all histological glioma subtypes.

Percentages of MGMT Methylation and TP53 Positivity

Quantification of MGMTmet26 allowed the analysis of
its impact not only as a binary but also as a continuous
variable. Indeed, plotting of individual tumors by per-
centage of methylated DNA reveals a single-peaked dis-
tribution ranging from 4% to 100% with a median
value of 60%, with progressive correlation between
the degree of methylation and survival that may reflect
variability in the sets of silenced genes.

The same approach was applied to TP53, where the
percentage of TP53pos cells was assessed. We found a
graded correlation between degree of TP53pos and
shorter survival. Although with limited accuracy, this
time- and material-saving method provides a reasonable
approximation of the TP53mut status. Of interest,
TP53pos, ranging from 1% to 60%, had 2 peaks, one
between 1 and 9 and one between 30% and 39%,
where the gap (20%) coincides with the cutoff empiri-
cally applied by pathologists to select TP53mut tumors
from TP53 wild types. Consistently, the 20% cutoff
was mutually exclusive of combined 1p19qloh (Fig. 3).
This cutoff also consistently distinguishes a subset of pa-
tients with a median age of 33.9 years at diagnostics
from those with a median age of 43.8 years (Fig. 3).
This younger age is closer to the median age at diagnosis
of TP53mut among patient with LGG and confirms that
TP53pos status implies TP53mut.

IDH Mutations

Most previous studies have associated IDHmut with
positive outcome on survival among patients with
glioma.15,19,37,38 We have also shown that IDHmut
has a significant positive impact on long-term OS
among patients with LGG in combination with
MGMTmet. Accumulation of the oncometabolite 2HG
resulting from IDH mutation is regarded as a founder
biochemical event in tumorigenesis that triggers methyl-
ation of genomic segments covering, among others, the
MGMT gene.12,39 This is in agreement with the strong
correlation between IDHmut and MGMTmet.
IDHmut is believed to occur before either 1p19qloh or
TP53mut,20 both of which occur in a mutually exclusive
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manner.3,19,20 Because of their respective prevalences in
OG and A, cause-and-effects between 1p/19q allelic loss
or TP53 mutation and oligodendroglial- or astrocytic
differentiation remain unclear. Nevertheless, on the

basis of the selective positive impact of IDHmut on sur-
vival, the groups of LGG that accumulate 2HG at early
stages of development may be regarded as less aggressive
with slower evolution than wild-type IDH LGG.

Fig. 3. TP53 data. (A) distribution plot of percentages of TP53 immunopositivity in individuals with LGG; (B) kernel density estimates for the

marginal distributions of the observed data (black line) and the m ¼ 50 densities from the imputed data (gray lines), only numeric imputed

variables are shown; (C) frequencies of 1p/19q loss and TP53 immunopositivity (cutoff: ≥20%) in IDH-mutant tumors by histology (left)

and tested association between TP53 immunopositivity and 1p/19q loss (right); (D) distribution plot of age at diagnosis for IDH-mutant LGG

depending on TP53 immunopositivity (≥20%). Vertical bars indicate median value and grey background highlights sample clustering. Filled

circles: A, grey circles: OA, open circles: OG.
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Molecular Biomarkers Versus Histology

Compared with the histology model, the molecular
model has both a significantly lower AIC and a

consistently higher AUC of time-dependent ROC
curves after 500 days, meaning that the latter provides
a better model to predict long-term survival among pa-
tients with LGG. This strongly suggests that a defined

Fig. 4. (A) Cox proportional-hazards survival curves by group from the combined molecular model for overall survival (top) and malignant

transformation free survival (bottom). The left panel shows the survival curves for the observed data (n ¼ 105). The right panel shows the

survival curves for all m ¼ 50 imputed data sets (n ¼ 210). For the multiply imputed data, the mean number of observations is given for each

category (+ SD), because this number varies. Note that the curves were drawn for patients with a median age (40.5 years), with male sex

and epilepsy, but without neurodeficits (most frequent combination). (B) Time-dependent AUC of the ROC curve for the histology model,

the molecular, and the combined molecular model. Each AUC value shown in the graph represents a mean from m ¼ 50 imputed data sets.
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combination of genetic alterations, likely to be reflected
in specifically activated cancer pathways, provides a
better indicator than does histopathologic subclassifica-
tion in WHO grade II tumors (A, OA, OG) for assessing
patient outcome, including malignant transformation.

Stepwise model selection on the molecular model
only revealed IDHmut, MGMTmet, and TP53pos as
the most critical molecular prognostic factors in LGGs.
That 1p19qloh did not remain in the reduced molecular
model is most likely attributable to strong correlations
with other markers. In fact, by grouping LGGs accord-
ing to combinations of all molecular markers into 4
major subgroups, we found that (1) patients with
tumors with IDHmut/MGMTmet/1p19qloh had the
longest, those with IDHmut/MGMTmet had intermedi-
ate, and those with IDH wild-type had the lowest overall
survival; and (2) patients with tumors with IDHmut/
MGMTmet/TP53pos had the shortest time to malignant
transformation.

Through a detailed retrospective study of LGG tissue
samples from the past 20 years, we have shown that a com-
bination of biomarkers, combined with demographic and

clinical variables, represents a stronger predictor of sur-
vival among patients with LGG than does histological
analysis. This suggests that such markers should be rou-
tinelyassessed inparallel tohistopathological examination
to further stratify these WHO grade II tumors according to
their individual prognosis. This could help to standardize
treatment strategies and to identify activated cancer path-
ways that may be targets for future therapies.
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